CUBE Elite HPC 2011 shift cable installation guide

First loosen the 2.5mm allen wrench screws of the anti-chainsuck-cap and remove the cap.

The liners for the front and rear derailleur cable both have a flange on the rear end so only the front part which runs around the BB shell can be pulled out. A spoke can help to get the liner out.

Now you put the cable through the down tube until you can pull it out of the hole at the BB shell.

Insert the cable into the liner.
Pull the cable out of the cable exit. If the liner should move out a bit you can push it back to its end stop.

After this step the shift cable within the liner should run tightly around the inner BB shell.

Now the cap can be attached and adjusted back onto the BB. Ensure that the anti-chainsuck-cap is placed close to the chainwheels. Tighten the Allen wrench screws with 2 Nm.

The replacement of the shift cable for the front derailleur follows the same procedure. Before you clamp the cable please install the rubber dust cap.